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“In some ways, the best news for Jacksonville is 
the [Quality of Life Progress] Report itself.  

The very premise of the report, and of JCCI, is 
the belief in Jacksonville as a community where 
th bl f th ibilit fthe problems of some are the responsibility of 
everyone.”

–The Florida Times-Union



“À certains régards, la meilleure nouvelle pour 
Jacksonville est le [la qualité de la vie Progrès] 
Rapport lui-même. 

L i i ê d t t d JCCI t lLe principe même du rapport, et de JCCI, est la 
croyance dans Jacksonville en tant que 
communauté où les problèmes de certains sontcommunauté où les problèmes de certains sont 
de la responsabilité de tout le monde.”

–The Florida Times-Union



“If we could first 
know where we are 
and whither we are 
tending, we could 
better judge what better judge what 
to do, and how to 

do it ”do it …

– Abraham LincolnAbraham Lincoln
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Community indicators 
are measured at levels 
of:of:

Neighborhood
CitCity
Countyy
Region
StateState
Nation
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Commitment 
t Pto Progress



In a time when our neighbors listen to elected officials or In a time when our neighbors listen to elected officials or 
other established leaders and wonder who to believe, other established leaders and wonder who to believe, ,,
indicator reports serve as a civicindicator reports serve as a civic--based tool to rebased tool to re--build build 
this country’s social capital … our trust in each other, our this country’s social capital … our trust in each other, our 

illi t fi d i i d lilli t fi d i i d lwillingness to find common vision and values, our willingness to find common vision and values, our 
engagement in collaborative civic work to solve problems engagement in collaborative civic work to solve problems 
that confront us.  But most of all, they help to build a that confront us.  But most of all, they help to build a t at co o t us ut ost o a , t ey e p to bu d at at co o t us ut ost o a , t ey e p to bu d a
commitment to stewardship, to pass along to our children commitment to stewardship, to pass along to our children 
and grandchildren a country of many regions that are and grandchildren a country of many regions that are 

h i d th l ft th i d th l ft t S h it tS h it tmuch improved over those left to us.  much improved over those left to us.  Such commitment Such commitment 
to progress is also a commitment to to progress is also a commitment to measure our measure our 
progressprogress … honestly and with open hearts and minds.… honestly and with open hearts and minds.progressprogress … honestly and with open hearts and minds.… honestly and with open hearts and minds.

This is the promise of the regional indicator movement in This is the promise of the regional indicator movement in 
t t d tt t d tour state and our country.our state and our country.

Becky Morgan, Morgan Family Foundation
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CreatingCreating 
Identity
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Shaping PolicyShaping Policy



Sustainable Seattle

The process of developing and selecting indicators is at least asThe process of developing and selecting indicators is at least as 
important as publishing them.

The process of debating the design of indicators shapes the 
players’ thinking about the policies. Agreement on indicators helps 
get agreement on policy. 

Judith InnesJudith Innes
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BuildingBuilding 
Connections



Municipal Cooperative Agreements
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Better Tools



Affordable HousingAffordable Housing
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Setting 
Policy





RegionWise is committed to reducing the gap 
between what we know and what we do.  It 

k b f lseeks to be part of a continuous regional 
improvement process in which practice 
informs research research informs publicinforms research, research informs public 
policy, and public policy informs practice. To 
this end RegionWise builds bridges andthis end, RegionWise builds bridges and 
facilitates interaction between service 
providers, policy makers, and researchers –p o de s, po cy a e s, a d esea c e s
to frame research questions and processes, 
interpret data, articulate its practical 
implications, identify indicators of progress, 
and champion change.

Ri h d K Ch iRichard Kurz, Chair
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TakingTaking 
Action
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MonitorMonitor 
Progress







Indicators a society chooses to report to itself about 
itself are surprisingly powerful. They reflect 
collective values and inform collective decisions. A 
nation that keeps a watchful eye on its salmon runs 
or the safety of its streets makes different choicesor the safety of its streets makes different choices 
than does a nation that is only paying attention to its 
GNP. The idea of citizens choosing their own 
indicators is something new under the sunindicators is something new under the sun –
something intensely democratic. 

Kent E. Portney
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